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Abstract

Measurement

We introduce a pipe interface that recognizes touch on tone holes by the resonances

When we started to operate the interface, we could hear the resonant sound. This

in the pipe instead of a touch sensor. This work was based on the acoustic principles

sound changed as different tone holes were closed and continuously played.

of woodwind instruments without complex sensors and electronic circuits to develop

However, the generated sound was the same when closing the same tone holes.

a simple and durable interface. The measured signals were analyzed to show that
different fingerings generate various sounds. The audible resonance signal in the pipe

The signals were measured and analyzed. Sounds from various tone hole fingering

interface can be used as a sonic event for musical expression by itself and also as an

patterns were recorded (one second per each pattern) and analyzed by the fast

input parameter for mapping different sounds.

Fourier transform (FFT).
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Most digital wind controllers detect touch by a number of sensors such as force
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sensing resistor (FSR). Thus, the contoller becomes fragile because a complex
electronic circuit that controls the sensors needs to be placed. Moreover, the
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many sensors needed result in high development costs and always requires a
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computer to process the signals from the sensors.
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pipe when no hole is covered

To reduce cost and complexity, we proposed a musical interface that recognizes
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touches on a pipe by measuring resonance. Since the purpose of our work was to
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recognize the touch/fingering pattern on multiple holes on a pipe, several holes

hole from the right side.

were drilled along the pipe and two microphones were placed, one on each end of
the pipe, to measure variations of the resonance.
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Magnitude spectrum of the signal that close the thrid
and fifth hole from the right side.

When closing the holes, the signals showed clear distinctions in timbre and partial
frequencies. These sound samples are available at
http://aimlab.kaist.ac.kr/~asuramk88/pipe
Two microphones were installed at both of ends of the pipe. Signals from the
microphones were mixed, low-pass filtered, and amplified.

Application
A characteristic of this work is that the users can hear sound without any mapping
strategies in a computer. Moreover, the sound changes when closing the tone holes
in different patterns. Thus, this work can be a musical interface by itself. Based on
the design, the interface was developed and exhibited in Incheon Digital Art Festival
(INDAF).

Based on the design concept, the interface was developed. On a PVC pipe of two

Information about the resonant sounds may be used for the source of mapping

meters in length, six tone holes (3 centimeters in diameter) were made along the

strategies to generate different sounds. The magnitude of each partial can be used as

pipe at 30 centimeter intervals. On each ends of the pipe, two pin microphones

a parameter in how the holes are closed.

were installed. The signals from the two microphones were transmitted to a Mackie
Onyx 1220 mixer, low-pass filtered by a mixer, amplified by a Pioneer M-1500 power
amplifier, and played by a small speaker unit in the pipe.
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